Plow
Instructions

Included with Plow Set:

- Left (L) and Right (R) Plows
- 4 Attachment Bolts with Nuts

- Each Plow blade (left or right) contains a fixed bolt and a non-fixed bolt.
- The plow blades should be installed with the attachment arm on the underside of the Wheel Hoe toolbar.
- When installing the plow blades, the fixed bolt and the non-fixed bolt will be set in opposite directions. The fixed bolt should be facing upwards and the non-fixed bolt should be facing downward, so that the square, carriage portion of the non-fixed bolt sits snug inside the groove on the Wheel Hoe toolbar.
- Tighten each nut snugly with a 9/16” wrench.

To use the plows for hilling, arrange the blades as seen Figures 1 and 2. The Left Plow (L) blade throws soil to the left and the Right Plow (R) blade throws soil to the right. So for hilling, the Left Plow (L) should sit on the right and the Right Plow (R) blade should sit on the left.

To use the plows for furrowing, arrange the blades as seen in Figures 3 and 4. In this configuration, the Left Plow (L) blade will sit on the left and the Right Plow (R) blade will sit on the right.

To use a single plow blade, simply arrange a blade (left or right) on the outside of the tool bar as seen in Figures 5 and 6. It doesn’t matter which single blade you use, as this will only dictate whether the row is on your left or right.